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Back to an old passion to start a new venture
MERESPO is an experimental research program that pioneers the development of
intelligent polymers whose macroscopic properties change in response to
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“My research is motivated by the goal to develop novel materials
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National Center of Competence in Research
Bio-Inspired Materials.

Euresearch is the Swiss network mandated by the
federal government providing targeted information,
hands-on advice and transnational partnering related to
European research and innovation programmes.

EEN supports you in finding the right partners for innovation
and business across academia and industry in over 50
countries in Europe and beyond. In Switzerland, access to
EEN services is provided by Euresearch and Osec.

We inform you on the European Research and Innovation
opportunities.

R&D support

We advise you on how to submit a project and once the
financing get, we support you with the negotiation and
management of the project.

Innovation support

We connect you with Research and Innovation partners
in Europe.
Euresearch
Enterprise Europe Network - Switzerland
Effingerstrasse 19
CH - 3008 Bern
Tel: +41 (0)31 380 60 00
E-mail: info@euresearch.ch
www.euresearch.ch
www.swisseen.ch
Our services are free of charge for the Swiss organisations.

www.euresearch.ch

•

Information and advice to access EU research projects.

•

Innovation cooperation opportunities – online database
of 5000 technology offers and requests.

•

Promotion of your technology profile – proactive search
of cooperation partners in 50 countries.

•

Partnering events: pre-arranged face2face meetings
with potential cooperation partners.

Business support
•

Information on foreign markets & regulations.

